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Site looks good

Physical removal of all external vegetation. Detail removal with possible herbicide treatments
to occur in future months.

Normal growth observed

Physical removal of aquatic nuisance vegetation has restored this pond to a very clean look.
No further actions required at this time.
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Site looks good

Algae, duckweed and Niad have become an issue this month. Though duckweed and niad are
native, they can become problematic. Duckweed is a floating weed, while naid is a submersed
weed. Contact herbicides were applied on all three vegetation types.
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Requires attention

8/29/2016

This site also had duckweed and niad at smaller amounts. Niad is considered a beneficial plant
until it grows to the surface and causes stagnant water and algae. Contact herbicides were used
here and ASI will continue to monitor for further outbreaks.
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Site looks good

Normal growth observed
Algae has been blooming and has been requiring regular treatments. A Coot with offspring is
currently nesting in the turtle mat inside the pond. I recommend allowing the Coot to finish
nesting before any decisions are made with the mat.
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Trace amounts of algae are growing in this pond and is overall looking to be in great health.



Problematic algae is beginning to overtake this lake. Several algae treatments occurred this
month with boats and gators. The entire cove near pond 2 filled up with algae and was 10-40 ft
out around the perimeters. ASI has gotten control and will monitor regrowth.
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Normal growth observed
This pond has been getting Platonic Algae blooms. The total phosphorous in this pond is only
300, but it is typical to see these types of minor algae blooms after receiving run off. ASI will
continue to monitor this pond.

Treatment in progress
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Site looks good
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Site looks good
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No required action.
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Smooth Cordgrass here has finally matured and given its first flower. No further action
required here.
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1) No action required
2) Physical removal of torpedograss and alligatorweed with team over the next couple of months, preferably when the weather cools off.
Herbicide to control until removal.
3) Monitor duckweed and niad and treat again if required.
4) Monitor duckweed and niad and treat again if required.
5) No action required
6) Discuss plan of action with the turtle/vegetation mat.
7) Physical removal of alligatorweed and torpedograss roadside near pond 2. Also, intensify algaecides due to excess growth and quicker
regrowth.
8) Monitor algae and treat when required.
9) No action required
10) No action required

Recommendations:
-alum to be discussed on next board meeting (October 6th) via powerpoint presentation. Help budget over the next 5 years.

1. Physical removal of aquatic nuisance vegetation has restored this pond to a very clean look.
No further actions required at this time.

2. Physical removal of all external vegetation. Detail removal with possible herbicide treatments to occur in future months.

3. Algae, duckweed and Niad have become an issue this month. Though duckweed and niad are native, they can become problematic.
Duckweed is a floating weed, while naid is a submersed weed. Contact herbicides were applied on all three vegetation types.

4. This site also had duckweed and niad at smaller amounts. Niad is considered a beneficial plant until it grows to the surface and causes
stagnant water and algae. Contact herbicides were used here and ASI will continue to monitor for further outbreaks.

5. Trace amounts of algae are growing in this pond and is overall looking to be in great health.

6. Algae has been blooming and has been requiring regular treatments. A Coot with offspring is currently nesting in the turtle mat inside the
pond. I recommend allowing the Coot to finish nesting before any decisions are made with the mat.

7. Problematic algae is beginning to overtake this lake. Several algae treatments occurred this month with boats and gators. The entire cove
near pond 2 filled up with algae and was 10-40 ft out around the perimeters. ASI has gotten control and will monitor regrowth.

8. This pond has been getting Platonic Algae blooms. The total phosphorous in this pond is only 300, but it is typical to see these types of
minor algae blooms after receiving run off. ASI will continue to monitor this pond.

9. No required action.

10. Smooth Cordgrass here has finally matured and given its first flower. No further action required here.
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